
Chapter 3 

Theoretical Development 
3.1 High Voltage Insulators 

High 'oltage insulators hme been developed rapid!: since early this century. 

beginning with simple porcelain insulators. A classification of the main types of 

insulators is shcmn schematically in figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 the classification of power line Insulators 
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Figure 3.1 classify the HV insulators in various categories. Generally. ceramic 

insulators arc very common in distribution netvvork and of which some t~tmous 

insulators used in Sri Lankan context arc highlighted in figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 Ceramic insulator types 

Ceramic insulators arc further categorized as porcelain and glass insulators and the 

usage of porcelain is too high clue to its popularity due to follo\\ing reasons. 

1. [''/Ion: information has surfaced about the porcelain insulator business and a 

number of dedicated individuals ha\C \Hittcn books. articles. and reprinted 

catalogs that haw signi iicantl: increased collector kmm ledge and interest in 

the porcelain side ofthe hobby. 

') Glass prices have been on the increase in recent years. making porcelain an 

attractive and affordable alternative. Porcelain insulators arc now much more 

available at insulator shows. 

3. Collectors hme realized that the amount of colour available in porcelain is \cry 

significant and has increased as more distribution lines are dismantled. 

4. The increase of information available on the internet as well as the variety of 

porcelain insulators available gives a larger population exposure to porcelain 

insulator collecting. 

5. More historical interest has been generated in the early de\ elopment of power 

generation and distribution which has been primarily dependent on porcelain 

insulators. Current linemen arc much more familiar with porcelain. as very 

little glass remains in use today. 
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Some of the key porcelain insulators are described below. 

3.1.1 Porcelain Pin type Insulator 

i 
Figure 3.3 Pin Type Insulators 

Pin type insulators are being adapted in medium voltage CEB distribution network all 

over the country for years. 

3.1.2 Cap and Pin Insulator 

Figure 3 .4 Caps and Pin Insulator 

These are manufactured from porcelain or glass and are based on the same principles 

as pin-type insulators. A number of units are connected together by steel caps and pins 

to form an insulator string. The strings are used for suspension and tension insulators. 

The caps and pins are fixed to the glass or the glass or porcelain disc with cement. The 

conical shapes of the fittings ensure high mechanical strength under tensile stress. A 

typical cap and pin disc is shown in figure 3.4. Pin type and cap and pin insulators are 

classified as Class B insulators. The porcelain or glass can be punctured by severe 

electrical stress. The manufacturing process of glass insulators includes thermal 

cooling that ensures that the glass sheds shatters in the event of a puncture. A faulty 

disc is therefore visible. 
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3.1.3 Glass Insulators 

Figure 3. 5 Glass Insulators 

Porcelain and toughened glass are the two types of insulators that are being used for 

high tension transmission lines and equipment throughout the world. The world market 

comprises of the power projects being set up mainly in the under developed and 

developing countries using porcelain and toughened glass insulators. In Sri Lanka also 

toughened glass insulators are being used in transmission and distribution lines. Some 

characteristics of porcelain and toughened glass insulators are given in Table 3 .1. 

However, it may be noted that this comparison is not exhaustive, as complete data on 

properties and performance of glass insulators is not available due to its limited use so 

far. Toughened glass insulator technology acquisition and adaptation has not received 

sufficient attention so far in the country. Generally glass tends to deteriorate in outdoor 

applications as it is not crystalline. Also surface damage in glass insulators leads to 

shattering, while porcelain insulators can withstand reasonable degree of surface 

damage. Performance of glass is yet to be proved in tropical countries. 

3.2 Comparison between Porcelain and Glass Insulators 

The standards and regulations indicate that the insulators utilized in the overhead 

electrical lines can be made of porcelain, glass or another material of adequate 

characteristics to their function. The most used insulators in power distribution lines 

until today are manufactured with porcelain or glass. Table 3.1 gives a comparison 

between glass and porcelain insulators. 
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Table 3.1 Comparison between Glass and Porcelain Insulators 
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lhc above comparison implies that both glass and porcelain insulators arc haYing some 

adnmtageous and disach antageous oYer each other but aYailability of glass insulators 

are limited due to mass production technique needed and consequent limitations in 

producing small quantities. 

3.3 Pollution Senrity 

The performance of outdoor high-Yoltage insulators is adversely affected b: 

em ironmental pollution in coastal and industrial regions. In some instances. solid 

pollution particles settle on the insulator surt~1ce and become a conductiYc electrolyte 

\\hen the insulator surface is wetted by rain or fog. This allov\ s leakage currents to 

flo\\ 0\er the insulator surhtce and lowers the electrical v\ithsland Yoltage of the 

insulator. leading to possible t1ashcm:r. IEC 815[2] describes on lour le\ cls of 

pollution such as Light. Medium. High and Very High. For each level of pollution. the 

corresponding minimum specific creepage distance for ceramic insulators as per IEC 

S 15 is given in Table .1.2. 

r····- ···----~----·-·--r-------~-- ·----~---···-·- ---· i Minimum specific creepage distance 
i Poiiution Level -
I (mm/kV) 
~------- ~L----~----------
1 !-Light I 16 
r~---·· ------ ·-r-------~-----~--~-- ··----------·-
i ll-l\1cdium ~--- 20 -~-~------
1 III-Ikavy · 25 

L IV-:-vc;y hca~l_l 31 J 
Table 3.2 lEC Recommended specific creepage distance oYer polluted se\erity 

Different methods are generally used to evaluate pollution severity. They arc: 

1. Volume conducti\'ity for the pollutant collected by means of directional gauges 

2. Equi\'alent Salt Deposit Density on the insulator surface (ESDD method) 

3. Total number or flashovers ofinsulators strings ofvarious lengths 

4. Surface conductance of sample insulators .... ';,~~,~~~~~ .,, 

5. Leakage current of insulators subjected to serve voltage 
/'/ """'; .... , ,~· 

,.... -!.'" 

·.I·,~ ·\.I •. ' .• !'--·! 

., 
'"},~:: ~ ~ ~;:· . ,, 
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3.-t l\Ieasurcment of Contamination Sevedty 

Contamination se\ erity on the surf~1ce of insulators can be gi,·en in terms of ESDD as 

explained earlier. The measurement of ESDD in case of porcelain and glass has been 

standardized in the International Electro technical Commission (!EC) document 60507. 

FSDD is measured by dissolving the contaminants on the surt~1ce of the insulators. in 

pure \Vater and then measuring the conducti\·ity of the \\atcr. 

The solution conductivity is calculated using the following formula ll]. 

o-211 =o-0 11-b(B-20)1 (3.1) 

Where, O":;o is the volume conductivity at a temperature or 20 °C (S/m) 

a'r1 is the volume conducti\·ity at a temperature of 8 °C (S/m) 

0 . 1 I . (11C'' IS t 1c so ut10n temperature .) 

h is the factor depending on temperature e 

The salinity S (kg/m3
) of the solution is determined. when 0'20 is within the range of 

o.oo~~-0.4 S/m by the use of following formula ll ]. 

) ( 5 7 ) I 03 
... (( == . (5 .211 

(3.2) 

!'he Equivalent salt deposit density ESDD (mg/cm2) is then obtained by the formula 

lll 

\\'here. 

ESDD = S".V_ 
A 

Sa is the salinity (kg/m3
) 

V is the volume ofthe solution (cm3
) 

A is the area of the surface oflnsulator (cm
2

) 

3.5 Flashover Mechanism- General Theory 

.., .., ) ( _)._) 

During wet atmospheric conditions like light rain or fog the contamination layer on the 

surface of the insulator gets \vet and promotes leakage current t1o\v along the surface. 
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!he heat dissipated due to the tlow of leakage current e\aporates the moisture on the 

suri~1ce of the insulator. This eYaporation kads to the formation of areas termed as .. dry 

bands ... Dry bands tend to form near the surface of the insulator parts where the 

diameter is the smallest because of the high current density in those parts. A 

concentration of voltage stress is formed around the dry bands as the surt~1ce resistance 

of the dry bands is much higher than the conductive contaminated surE1ce film. 

Subsequently the dry band will break down causing an initial partial arc on~r the 

su1'l'ace. After the formation of a partial arc it \\ill propagate if the voltage gradient 

ahead of the arc. which is the \ oltage gradient of the pollution layer. is greater than 

that of arc gradient. This is due to the fact that ionization of the path ahead of the arc 

by the increasing current at eyery instant enables the arc to proceed. When the arc 

propagation across the contaminated layer bridges the \\hole insulator a tlashm-er \\iII 

occur. The tlashO\ er triggers a pO\ver arc that results in the interruption of pO\\er 

~;upply and may damage the insulator temporarily or permanently. depending on the 

sc\ erity of flashover. 

Though the study of the process of contamination 11ash0\er has been done for many 

decades at different labs and at outdoor locations across the \\orld. the understanding 

of the physical process is not completed even now. This can be attributed to the intense 

complexity involwd in the flashover process. Also. the numerous parameters im oh eel 

in the process of flashover make it even more difficult to understand the process 

completely. As an example it has been obsened in service that FOV depends upon 

\ arious factors but is not limited to such as. the polarity of voltage. particle size. non

uniform wetting. the size and nature of the pollutant surface conductiYity. wind. 

\\ ashing. length. orientation. diameter and profile of the insulator. 

3.6 HV Testing 

The high voltage tests include power frequency tests and impulse tests by applying 

\ oltages across the insulator unit arranged properly. 

3.6.1 Power Frequency Test 

In porcelain insulators. breakdown or t1ashover occurs in most cases as a result of high 

frequency disturbances in the power line, these being due to either switching 
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operations or external causes. Sudden interruptions in the line would gl\ e nsc to 

resonant effects in the line which would give rise to \Oltage \\aYes in the line of high 

frequency. These might cause flashover of the insulators. It is also found that high 

frequency oscillations cause failure of insulation at a comparatively low' oltage due to 

high dielectric loss and heating. High 'oltage tests at high frequency are made at the 

m<.muf~lcturing works so as to obtain a design of insulator \\hich \\ill satisf~1ctorily 

'' ithstand all conditions of sen·ice. 

Dry and Wet flashover Test 

In dry flashover test. a power frequency voltage is applied across the insulator. the 

'oltage being increased at a uniform rate of about 3k V /s. The ,·oltage is continuously 

increased till a flashover occurs across the surlace of the insulator. 

In wet 11ashovcr test. the same procedure is adopted. except that the insulator is 

subjected to an artificial "'rainy" condition. The test unit is subjected to a spray or 

water of spccined conductivity with the help of nozzles \\hich are so arranged that the 

\\ater drops fall approximately at an inclination of 45° with the vertical. The spray of 

\\ater on the insulator should begin at least a minute before the application of the 

'oltage and should continue all throughout the test. 

3.6.2 Lightning Impulse Test 
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Figure 3.6 Impulse Wave 1.2/SO~ts 
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Lightning impulse test is made using a standard 1.::?./50flS \\me shape as shmm in 

I igure 3.4 \\ith a tolerance of+-30% in the front time and +-20% on halfYalue time on 

the \\a\e-tail. Impulse generator is adjusted to dcliwr a positive standard impulse 

\\a\ e. The \ oltage is then increased to the specified value. 'l\\enty such applications 

are made and approximately half of the impulses applied should cause flashover. 

3.6.3 Flash-met· Tests 

Porcelain insulators are designed so that spark over occurs at a lo\\ er \ oltage than 

puncture. thus safeguarding the insulator. in sen·ice against destruction in the case of 

line disturbances. Flash-over tests are very important in this case. 

( i) 50 percent dry impulse tlash-m er test using an impulse generator delivering a 

positive 1150 _s impulse wave. 

The\ oltagc shall be increased to the 50 percent impulse tlash-owr \ oltagc (the Yoltage 

at\\ hich approximately half of the impulses applied cause flash-over of the insulator) 

(ii) Dry nash-mer and dry one-minute test. 

In this the test voltage (given in the B.S.S.) is applied. The voltage is raised to this 

Yalue in approximately 10 seconds and shall be maintained for one minute. The 

\Oltage shall then be increased gradually until flash- over occurs. 

(iii) Wet flash-over and one minute rain test 

In this case. the insulator is sprayed throughout the test \\ith artificial rain dnmn from 

source of supply at a temperature \Vithin 10 degrees of centigrade of the ambient 

temperature in the neighborhood of the insulator. The resistivity of the water is to be 

bct\\een 9.000 and 11.000 ohm em. 

In the case of the testing of insulating materials. it is not the voltage which produces 

spark-over breakdo\\n which is important. but rather the Yoltage for puncture of a 

given thickness (i.e. dielectric strength ) . 

It is found that the dielectric strength of a gi\en material depends. apart from chemical 

and physical properties ofthe material itselL upon many factors including. 
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1 cl) Thickness of the sample tested 

(h) Shape of the sample 

( L') Pre\ ious electrical and thermal treatment of the sample 

1 d) Shape. s1ze. materia\ anc\ arrangen1ent ot' the e\ectroc\es 

1c) Nature ofthe contact v;hich the electrodes make \\ith the sample 

1 !')Waveform and frequency of the applied voltage (if alternating) 

1 g) Rate of application of the testing voltage and the time during which it is maintained 

Jt a constant' alue. 

1 h) Temperature and humidity \\hen the test is carried out 

1 i) Moisture content of the sample. 

94 s -~ ~1 
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